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Introduction

Visual rhetoric Is a form of persuasion where Imagery replaces text as the
primary form of communication. Just as text Is read sequentially from left to right,
Images are read horizontally within a visual composition. Images carry semlotic
codes connected to, but not dependent on, verbal or written text. Visual rhetoric is
ubiquitous - it appears In a multitude of media, from advertisements and television
to magazines and web sites. It is relevant because the images comprising visual
rhetoric represent social constructs with structural, political and cultural implications.
Visual rhetoric's transformation from Modern to Postmodern times Is an area I

will explore through the analysis of modern and postmodern rhetorical materials.
Incorporating theories such as Modern Rhetorical Theory, Postmodern Rhetorical
Theory and Social Semiotics Theory. I will explore why the application of design
elements, signs and symbols are the dominant means of visual persuasion today.
Through the application of the above theories, my goal Is to define and compare the
transparent visual languages appearing in Modern and Postmodern materials (e.g.
scientific diagrams, advertisements, online e-zines and train schedules).
First a review of the above theories will be Introduced, including theoretical
origins and an explanation as to why each theory Is appropriate for studying modern
and postmodern visual languages. Then modern and postmodern materials will be
analyzed and compared based upon the following rhetorical terms
(httpV/dlgltalpersuasion.cti.dtu.dk/; definitions courtesy of Dormann Claire):
Table 1 - Rhetorical Terms
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Accent - an object is
Accumulation - the gathering of
colorized / contrasted with
similar objects and / or shapes into
a black vector in a
the same vector of a composition
composition

Anacoluthon - the

exchange of elements
results in the breaking of
syntactic rules. Visually it
results in an Impossible
Image.

Anaphora - the duplication of a
word or a group of words (or the
duplication of a sign or group of
signs).

Anticlimax / Climax anticlimax goes from the
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most to the least to show

decrease, decline or
contraction. Climax refers

to the image arrangement
in increasing order, going

Ellipsis - the suppression of some
(design) elements.

from least to most

prominent.
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Hyperbole - the use of
Metalepsis - a figure based on the
exaggeration for
before / after relation.
emphasis, used to make
an object more prominent.
Metaphor - an implied comparison
between two things of unlike
substitution of terms
nature that yet have something in
suggesting an actual
common. Metaphor operates by
relationship that can be of
analogy and substitutes one
a causal, spatial or
referent for another, establishing a
chronological nature.
Metonymy - the

y

semantic link between the two.

Periphrasis - where
objects and concepts are
designated not by their
normal name but by a
more complex form.
Visual pun - the key
symbol can create two
meanings or suggest two
things at the same time.

Oxymoron - The yoking of two
terms which are ordinarily
contradictory.
Personification -

(anthropomorphism) a comparison
whereby human qualities are
assigned to an inanimate object

v/

Finally, I will conclude with a discussion about the implications of visual rhetoric,
and its overall significance as it applies to new postmodern mediums such as the
web.

Theoretical background

Rhetorical Theory refers to the art or means of persuasion. All forms of
communication are influenced by rhetorical elements, and the audience remains a
primary concern regardless of the context in which the rhetoric appears.
Modern Rhetorical Theory and Postmodern Rhetorical Theory are binary
opposites and are representative of their individual movements - Modernity from
1910 - 1970's (approximately) and Postmodernity (1970's - Today). While modern
rhetorical theory supports the notion that persuasion has nothing to do with the
truth, postmodern rhetorical theory states persuasion is truth. Modernity
incorporates scientific knowledge, rationality, individuality, totality and stability.
Postmodernity incorporates functional knowledge, contradictions, instability,
reductive relativity and pluralism. Together the contrasting modern and postmodern
movements offer a treasure trove of rhetorical images for visual analysis.
Social Semiotics Theory refers to the study and meaning of signs. Images are
complex signifiers of meaning, buried In the social, cultural and psychological
influences that shape visual representation. The social semiotics school was formed
based on the work of M.A.K. Halliday who developed models of language and applied
these to text and context analysis. Kress and Van Leeuwen take social semiotics a
step further and apply this theory to the analysis of visual communication where
modes of communication are, "....shaped by the intrinsic characteristics and potential
of the medium and by the requirements, histories and values of societies and their
cultures (Kress & Van Leeuwen 1996). Kress & Van Leeuwen's contribution to the
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field of semiotics lies In their recognition of visual language as an underrated form of
communication, which up to now has been subordinate to verbal language.
Analysis

The mediums of analysis include the following materials:

Table 2 • Mediums of Analysis
...

L, j
m. - 1 Postmodern Softcopy
Modern Hardcopy
Materials
Materials
Schedules

• Train schedules

• Science / Technology
diagrams

• Science

diagrams

Advertisements

• Advertisements

Maps

Maps

• Magazines &

• E-zines

Books

The selection of materials Is based upon the primary medium of communication
for each era, so between 1910 - 1970's the dominant medium is printed hardcopy
whereas online softcopy is the dominant medium of postmodernity.
Analysis 1 - Modernist Accent vs. Postmodernist Accent
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A

B

The modernist accent sample A is representative of the traditional contrast of
black and white, whereas sample B takes the contrast to the extreme utilizing color
saturation, sample A contains a narrative of sorts where a picture is being taken by a

pair of anonymous hands. In contrast, sample B contains a conceptual, abstract
design which relies heavily on color modulation to capture the attention of the
viewer. The color modulation is in turn enhanced by the repetitive shapes that
appear mechanically across the composition.

Analysis 2 - Modernist Accumulation vs. Postmodernist Accumulation
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Both sample A and sample B adopt rhetorical accumulation in order to convey a
message to their audience. However, their application of accumulation is very
different. Sample A gathers an accumulation of chocolate boxes in the frontal plane
of the composition, placing the boxes on display. Sample B uses the accumulation of
spherical figures in a repetitive manner similar to sample A, but the circles appear
haphazardly across the composition - at the top, the middle, the bottom. Not only
are the circles all over the screen, but they are abstract in detail including the
intangible face of an unidentified male.

Analysis 3 - Modernist Anacoluthon vs. Postmodernist Anacoluthon
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Anacoluthon refers to the breaking of syntactical rules, and in both sample A
and sample B a visually impossible image is displayed. Sample A shows a little boy
checking his stocking, and he is standing OUTSIDE the frame in which his parents
are located. The frame is part of the advertisement for a camera, and the designer
has managed to capture the attention of the audience while still keeping the focus on
the product being advertised. Sample B shows people sitting on advertised tickets,
as if they were on a pair of bleachers rather than a humongous set of tickets. An
impossible image is displayed, and note the abstraction of the sitting figures. Again,
no detail or facial features - only an outline of the body. Unlike sample a, sample b
fails to show personal facial features.
Analysis 4 - Modernist Anaphora vs. Postmodernist Anaphora
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Anaphora refers to the duplication of words and / or signs. In both sample A
and B there are symbols that are duplicated. Sample A repeats the spherical shape in
a diagonal manner, and sample B repeats a variety of shapes including stars, curved
planes, and grid like figures. The difference between these two samples is in the
narrative quality of sample A compared to the abstract, conceptual quality of sample
B. Sample A narrates a story - a woman viewing memories in the stereographic,
whereas sample B sets more of a mood or atmosphere with no visible story line.
Color is also utilized to an extreme in sample B, so that the curved planes appear
three dimensional in red compared to the flat light blue background.

Analysis 5 - Modernist Anticlimax / Climax vs. Postmodernist Anticlimax /
Climax
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Anticlimax / Climax rhetorically refers to images or Information that is presented
in an ascending or descending order. Both sample A and sample B contain this
quality, but approach the order of presentation in very different manners. Sample A
is designed hierarchically so that the most important people appear at the top, with
tower social orders comprising the base of the image. The emphasis is vertical rather
than horizontal, In sample B, there is a horizontal emphasis as information is
conveyed traveling left to right, from an ascending to descending position. Sample B
utilizes color saturation to add a three dimensional quality to the image, and a level
of sophistication is added by moving objects from the foreground midway to the
background. While the shapes in Sample A are geometric, Sample B's shapes appear
to be more organic, as if flowing in motion.

Analysis 6 - Modernist Metaphor vs. Postmodernist Metaphor
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Metaphor operates by analogy, and in both sample A and sample B metaphors
appear that are representative of their function. Sample A offers a map of the 'heart'
of uptown Manhattan and a metaphorical heart appears twice, suggesting this is not
only a map of Manhattan, but a map of a city that people love. Sample B presents an
online time schedule for the subway, and the metaphorical appearance in the
background of a watch reinforces the intent of the material. Both samples A and B
attempt to add interest to an otherwise boring information piece through the
application of metaphorical visual devices. Sample A is different from sample B in
that information is presented in a topographical manner, so there is a spatially
accurate representation of the subway stops in Manhattan. Sample B offers
information via topologlcally correct miniature time scales.

Analysis 7 - Modernist Metonymy vs. Postmodernist Metonymy
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Metonymy refers to the substitution of terms suggesting an actual relationship
that can be of a causal, spatial or chronological nature. Pictographically both sample
A and sample B aim at establishing a relationship between the main subject and the
attached image. Sample A links growing vegetables with a victorious outcome during
World War II - 'Dig for Victory'. Sample B uses the outline of a cockroach to link
digital reality with the real world, which Is not hygienic but rather dirty by nature.
Interestingly each sample utilizes the extreme colors of black and white, but in a
reverse order. These extreme colors reinforce the 'strong' or 'extreme' positions each
medium is advocating.

Analysis 8 > Modernist Ellipsis vs. Postmodernist Ellipsis
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Ellipsis refers to the suppression of elements, and both sample A and sample B
attempt to convey messages that remain unspoken. Sample A advertises the modern
business shirt, which zips dosed. The inference here is that something that takes
less time is modern, savvy, fast and desirable. Sample B includes an entirely
different Inference, one in which the following message Is given - "The world Is a big,
bad scary place son, and you must take proper precautions." The large images of
dangerous animals support this message, as do the jungle creepers in the white
space surrounding the boy. These reinforce the notion that the world is a jungle and
a dangerous place to live.
Analysis 9 > Modernist Hyperbole vs. Postmodernist Hyperbole
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Hyperbole refers to the use of exaggeration to emphasis an object or theme.
Sample A engages this rhetorical approach by placing a Rover car in the foreground
of an advertisement, while the background is filled with a well-engineered bridge.
Bridges are built to last a few decades, however cars rarely are so hence the
exaggeration in the ad, which lacks subtly. Sample B incorporates hyperbole in its
advertisement by drawing an exaggerated version of a city skyscraper - one which
towers above all others, purportedly due to its use of Sun computer products.
Sample A and sample B are similar in their positioning of the main subject directly in
the center of the composition. They differ in the placement of titles, where sample A
selects the lower level frontal plane for text placement whereas sample B selects the
upper level frontal plane for text placement. Another key difference between the two
samples is found in their choice of representational images. Sample A chooses a real
photograph whereas sample B chooses a drawing to convey an overall message.
Analysis 10 - Modernist Metalepsis vs. Postmodernist Metalepsis
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Metalepsis refers to a figure based on the before / after relation. Sample A
offers a before / after picture of a woman who no longer experiences pain after
taking the medicine advertised. Sample B also offers a before / after diagram based
on chemical reactions. Clearly the audience for each of these is different, but the
rhetorical tool is nevertheless applicable and efficient in conveying a message to a
specific audience. Sample B incorporates the use of color to illustrate repetitive
components in each of the diagrams, as well as to hierarchically position characters
in the equation. Both sample A and sample B center the main subject matter,
although sample A's focus is primarily at the top, whereas sample B's focus is dead
center within the composition.
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Oxymoron refers to the combination of two terms which are ordinarily
contradictory. Sample A and sample B perform this combination in very different
ways. Sample A presents an airline stewardess as an alternate mother, who will take
care of you during long, arduous flights. The oxymoron here is that the stewardess
does not look like anything like a mother, but rather like a girlfriend who radiates sex
appeal. She appears at eye level, suggesting equality with the viewer (e.g.
audience), and her close proximity to the camera offers a level of personalism not
typically found in advertisements. Sample B's advertisement in contrast offers no
personal involvement, but aims instead to create an overall atmosphere by
contrasting a naturalistic textile print of flowers to a black and white imprint of
mechanical pieces. The oxymoron here is all about nature versus the machine - two
areas that clash and are rarely seen paired together.

Analysis 12 - Modernist Periphrasis vs. Postmodernist Periphrasis
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Periphrasis refers to objects and concepts which are designated not by their
normal name but by a more complex form. Sample A suggests the WQAM radio
station is a very good station by supplying research results in two separate charts.

The analytical charts represent a more complex form of knowledge and savvy and
the advertisement attempts to convey this summarily. Sample B also utilizes the
periphrasis rhetorical approach by presenting a computerized grid-like image in the
background of the composition. The appearance of the Nike shoe between the 30
and 20 markers suggests this is no ordinary shoe. Rather it is scientifically designed
for maximum performance as proffered in the overall complex form of
advertisement. Sample B also incorporates colors typically associated with
computers, performance and reliability, compared to the black and white color scale
of sample A.
Analysis 13 - Modernist Personification vs. Postmodernist Personification
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Personification refers to anthropomorphism, or a comparison whereby human
qualities are assigned to an Inanimate object. Both sample A and sample B adopt this
rhetorical approach, but in different stylistic manners. Sample A presents a robot
made in the image of a human being. Sample B presents a cartoon character, whose
Image is not humanistic, but whose manner and actions are very human. Sample A
originates from a movie, and the black and white medium of the picture amplifies the
mechanistically human features of the robot. Details such as ribs and breasts are
found on the robot, whereas in sample B the cartoon is more reductive and lacking in
details. The cartoon's feet appear to be triangles and only the eyes are exaggerated
disproportionately to the rest of the cartoon figure's body.
Analysis 14 - Modernist Visual Pun vs. Postmodernist Visual Pun
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Visual pun refers to a symbol that can represent two meanings or suggest two
things at the same time. Sample A suggests that women are like spiders in that they
are capable of catching men in their web. And if you don't use this particular product,
another woman who is intelligent enough to use It will aiso capture your man. So the
two meanings here refer to the product being advertised and the actions of the
audience once they are compelled by the ad to act. Sampie B is aiso a visual pun,
and presents a shot gun shell sitting inside a shot glass. Two ways of becoming
'blasted' are introduced - through the consumption of alcohol or by being shot with a
shotgun. While sample A can be viewed as a narrative (we look at the picture and
see a story), sample B is largely symbolic and conceptual. The large size of the shot
glass is surreal in its proportions and a storyline cannot be Inferred by the image
alone.
Discussion

Rhetoric has been used for thousands of years and is considered the art of
persuasion. Visual rhetoric in particular is becoming widespread within postmodern
mediums of communication. The pervasiveness of visual rhetoric is clearly discernible
in the above modern and postmodern media samples, and the medium of
communication itself seems to dictate a dominant visual language. This visual
language is identifiable by the characteristics of abstraction, conceptualization, and
symbolism versus traditional narratives, descriptives, and realism.
In analyzing the 28 images above, specific trends identified include:
Use of color modulation to emphasize bits of information
Abstraction of shapes and people through the removal of details
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• Move away from personalism and naturalism towards the use of
visual symbols where specific meaning is easily inferred
• Change in the manner in which information is organized and
presented - information is more efficient, plentiful, and overwhelming
How are these changes related to postmodernism? Characteristics of
postmodernism include consumerism, pluralism, reductive relativity and global
concepts. The nature of information itself has been revolutionized due to computer
technologies, and Information is now accessible to a fault. Knowledge does not carry
with it the same connotations as it did during modernity, such as knowledge is good
for the sake of learning. Postmodern knowledge is meant to be applied and with the
excess of information comes fragmentation and multiplicity. How better to reflect this
then in the use of abstract symbols that are 'transparent' to the select community in
which they are utilized?

During Modern times words served as representations of material things, but
postmodernity takes this to the next level and pushes visual symbols as the primary
mode of communication within society. Just as postmodernism supports the notion
that contradictions in society are inevitable, language 'transparency' is possible only
within specific communities rather than globally as in the past.
The modern mediums analyzed support the notion that narrative used to be the
primary form of communication via advertisements, movies and magazines. A
picture could be referenced by anyone in the western world, and some meaning or
story could be derived based on the imagery. In direct contrast to this, the
postmodern mediums analyzed clearly suggest a new visual language is in the
making. Abstraction is maximized, and Kress and Van Leeuwen suggest this is due to

the level of higher education people are receiving. Kress and Van Leeuwen suggest
the move to abstract representation results from, ''higher education [which] in our
society is an education in detachment, abstraction and decontextualization and
against naturalism; this results in an attitude which looks for a deeper truth behind
appearances" (Kress & Van Leeuwen 1996: 175).
Another explanation for the move towards abstraction is the capabilities of
technology itself, where dpi's (digital printing & imaging) on computer screens are
limited in the level of detail conveyed to viewers.

Finally, trends In the manner in which information is organized seem to suggest
postmodern information is presented in an entirely different format compared to
modern information. As the internet has become a primary source of reference to
users, information itself is conveyed in a non-linear manner, bucking the modernist
trend of sequential organization. This trend has translated into visual languages as
well, and is visible in many of the postmodern media analyzed in this paper.
Conclusions / Implications

Interpretation of visual languages is by its very nature subjective, and an image
can carry multiple messages dependent upon the nature of the visually interpreting
culture. Just as Kress and Van Leeuwen suggest that, "...social interactions and social
relations can be encoded in images so that we are instructed silently regarding a set
of implicit norms", the results suggest it is possible to partially decode pictorial
structures (Kress & Van Leeuwen 1996: 153). A logical conclusion to deduce from
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this statement is that just as narrative was a popular approach to communication in
modernity, postmodernity equates to the heavy use of visual symbolism and
abstraction.

What are the short term and long term implications of this change in visual

languages? How will continued advancements in technology further influence this
communication approach? Will changes in technology create a paradigm shift in the
ways and means that we process information? If so, who will be the keeper of the
information?

These are just a few of the questions that arise after considering the new and
evolving visual languages that are derivatives of the web. A revolution is occurring
but perhaps it will not be recognized as such until the next revolution takes hold.
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